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Total

A

Adult Up to 5 months Adult Up to 5 months Total

B

C

D

E

F

G.1

G.2

Adult Up to 5 months Adult Up to 5 months Total

H

I

J

K

L

M.1

M.2

N

O

Should include animals in shelter and animals admitted
but currently in foster care or other offsite facility.

Admitted through animal control/stated to be unowned
or free roaming.

Admitted by owner, including adoption returns after 30
days.

Limited to this definition: Admission of pets whose
owner brought the pet to the shelter with the INTENT of
requesting euthanasia.

An admission from another agency, for adoption, large
scale seizure support, etc.

Impounds for cruelty cases & protective custody. Also,
pets born while in care, and other types of admission
not captured above.

Sum of B, C, D, E and F by Species & Age

Sum of B, C, D, E and F by Species only

Final adoptions only, having permanently left the
agency's possession. For example, it does NOT include
animals placed in foster care or on overnight 'trial' stays.

Stray or Owner Reli quished animal returned to their
owner.

Transferred out of the agency's possession to another
entity.

Animals included in intake, altered and returned to stray
capture location to be released (this is not TNR, see
TNR/RTF in definitions).

Barn cat programs, etc.

Sum of H, I, J, K and L by Species & Age

Sum of H, I, J, K and L by Species

Animals who die, unassisted, while sheltered.

Animals whose outcome is unknown (may have escaped
the shelter, outcome was not recorded and unknown).

P
All euthanasia other than that performed by the
definition below as owner intended euthanasia.

Q
Limited to this definition: Euthanasia of pets whose
owner brought the pet to the shelter with the INTENT of
utilizing euthanasia services.

R.1 Sum of N, O, P and Q by Species & Age

R.2 Sum of N, O, P and Q by Species only

S.1 Sum of M.1 and R.1 by Species & Age

S.2
Sum of M.2 and R.2 by Species only

T

Should include animals in shelter and animals admitted
but currently in foster care or offsite facility.

Note: To check your statistics and calculations A plus G.2 should equal S.2 plus T

Total Column for Rows A + G.2 =

Total Column for Rows S.2 + T =

Canine Feline

Returned to ield

TOTAL OUTCOMES

Ending Count
(date: ___/___/___)

Beginning Animal Count
(date: ___/___/___)

Stray/ t arge

Owner Intended uthanasia

Other ntakes

TOTAL LIVE INTAKE

Adoption

Returned to wner

LIVE INTAKE

Other ive utcome

Subtotal: Live utcomes

Died in are

Lost in are

Species

OUTCOMES

Subtotal: ive utcomes

TOTAL LIVE INTAKE

TOTAL OUTCOMES

Subtotal: Other utcomes

Subtotal: Other utcomes

Relinquished by wner

Shelter uthanasia

Owner Intended uthanasia

Transferred in from gency

Transferred to another gency


